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Chapter 1 : How to type papers on MacBook air? | Yahoo Answers
If you want to have a free, broader application set for creating documents, go to calendrierdelascience.com OpenOffice
is entirely free and has a nice suite of applications that can also open MS Office files and export or save as MS Office
files.

So I looked around for a tutorial or a videoâ€¦ or something. I found some simple pop up tutorials, but nothing
like this. So I stared at the photo, imagined the pieces in my head, moving them around until they fell into
placeâ€¦ and suddenly, I KNEW. I opened up Adobe Illustrator, and began to draw. First the trunk and leaves,
then the extra leaves, and finally the base. I uploaded the files to Cricut an hour later and tried to put it
together. It all just slid right into place. You can see the first tree I made below in all green. Once I had a basic
sliceform design down, I made it pretty by adding in blossoms, the fence, and the base. I designed everything
on my own, from top to bottom. And I am happy to share it with you! It is a fascinating way of creating 3D
paper sculptures, and I plan to explore it further. Read my full disclosure policy. All the card stock I used was
65 lb. Step by Step I made a video of the entire pop-up tree card assembly processâ€”I recommend you watch
it to see how it all comes together. Be sure to click Select All and Attach on each file before you cut it to keep
it all in the proper places. Be aware that it will take a couple of hours to cut out these intricate files on a Cricut.
The reason for this is that the outlines of the shapes are on the higher layer than the details to force the outline
to cut out last. I do this on purpose, because if the outlines were to cut first, your paper may slip on the mat
when cutting the details. Having problems loading or cutting the files? You may just not have enough system
memoryâ€”there are a lot of intricate cuts in my files. The simplified files are also appropriate for those of you
who are cutting it out by hand. Start with the tree trunk piece that has a slot at the top and glue the foliage that
is separated into two half onto the branches. When gluing, be careful to avoid gluing over the slot and note
that no branches should be peeking out from the foliage. Put glue on the branches and attach the foliage to it
rather than the other way around. Set aside to dry. Next, glue the foliage onto the other tree trunk piece. Here
is a diagram showing which way the pieces go together. Once the fence is assembled, fold the tabs up so they
are even with the bottom of the fences and pointing away from the fence assembly. The fold lines are
indicated by red dashed lines in the diagram above. Now slide each set of fence tabs into the outer slots on the
card base, then tape down from the underside. The corner pieces go inside, while the pieces with one straight
edge go on the outside. Stand it up to make sure it is stable. First carefully fold it in half, then glue the tabs not
the thin connection piece , and place over the bottom end of the tree trunk with the lower slot. Notches are cut
into both trunks that will allow this bridge to fit snugly over and in the trunk pieces. When done, stand it up to
make sure it is still stable. Now assemble the trunk support pieces, which go together similar to the fence
pieces. Here is a diagram of how the trunk support pieces get slotted together. Once the trunk support is
assembled, fold the tabs up so the bottom of the tab is even with the bottom of the support. Put the trunk
support on the bottom of the tree trunk by inserting the folded tree into the support from the top, then slotting
the tree into the support from the bottom. Slide the trunk support bases into the inner slots on the card base and
tape down from the underside. Stand the assembled tree up put heavy objects on the base if necessary to keep
it stable. Now slide in the foliage slices as shown in the diagram below. Now test the opening and closing of
your base to make sure your pop-up is working as intended. Make any adjustments necessary now before you
move on to the next step. Glue the two pieces of white 8. Finally, add the two pieces of 9. The cutting is really
the most time-consuming part of this projectâ€”assembly is about 30 minutes tops. Fill out this form to get the
password with the free SVG files: Get my free SVG cut files for the pop-up apple tree card Subscribe free!
Once subscribed, I will send you a newsletter with details about my new free files each week. Now check your
email to confirm your subscription. The password to the library is craftthelove the link to the library is https:
There was an error submitting your subscription. First Name Email Address We use this field to detect spam
bots. If you fill this in, you will be marked as a spammer. And, as always, let me know if you have any
questions. To inspire you to try this, here is a photo of a gorgeous pop-up cherry tree made from these files by
a reader, Mary Ann Penn: Here is photo from another reader, Elizabeth Nessmith, who had a little fun with her
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apple blossoms during assembly!
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Chapter 2 : Weâ€™ll be back - Apple Support Community
Best Answer: Are you meaning a document? If i'm getting this, you can use text edit to type up documents, it's limited
but it does come with a range of formatting options that are useful and the basics.

Can the iPad be used to type documents? Can it open and save Microsoft Office files? Can it open and save
PDF files? The iPad most certainly can be used to type documents. Although Apple subsequently has released
versions of these apps for the iPhone and iPod touch, the small displays make the software much less
convenient for more than basic review and quick edits of documents, even with the assorted zoom
functionality. The iPhone and iPod touch models also can be used with keyboards, but when combined with
the larger display, an external keyboard makes it possible to comfortably compose full documents on the iPad.
However, it also is worth noting that because iOS software commonly is designed for use without a keyboard,
some apps may be awkward or "clunky" when used with a keyboard and allow some actions from the
keyboard whereas others will require touching the screen. Those used to typing on a Mac and using lots of key
commands may be disappointed by the iPad experience. For those who use Microsoft Office on a Mac or
Windows PC, and assuming full crossplatform compatibility and advanced features are important, the official
software is the best choice by far. Originally, Office for iPad was free to download, but the free version only
allowed you to read Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files. Editing files or creating new ones required an Office
subscription. However, on November 6, , Microsoft relaxed this requirement and made basic editing free for
consumers, with more advanced business features still requiring Office Starting today November 6, , people
can create and edit Office content on iPhones, iPads, and soon, Android tablets using Office apps without an
Office subscription. Of course Office subscribers will continue to benefit from the full Office experience
across devices with advanced editing and collaboration capabilities, unlimited OneDrive storage, Dropbox
integration and a number of other benefits. In addition to helpful reviews from Macworld and ArsTechnica ,
you also may find this demo video from Microsoft worthwhile to see the software in action: Originally only
Pages supported saving documents in Word format, but Numbers and Keynote did not support saving
documents in Excel or PowerPoint, respectively. Thankfully, this subsequently has changed and Numbers and
Keynote now both can save files in the equivalent Microsoft format. More recent Apple marketing copy
shamelessly declares that these apps "now work even better with Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint.
Always optimistic marketing copy aside, the straightforward lists of exactly what works, may work, and does
not work definitely is welcomed and should help users have realistic expectations. Likewise, from the
extensive number of "partially" supported and unsupported features when converting between formats, it is
clear that experiences still will continue to vary significantly. Although the professional opinions below are
referring to the original release of the iWork suite for iPad, they still do an excellent job demonstrating the
range of possible translation outcomes using the official Apple solutions. When I downloaded the template for
the Word document I am currently using for this review, the iPad automatically asked if I wanted to convert it
to a Pages doc. When I did, I was immediately using a doc that looked exactly like my original Word
document. This is a serious content creation app that should help the iPad compete with laptops and can
import Microsoft Office files. In one case, the exported Word file had misaligned text. When I then tried
exporting the document as a PDF file, it was unreadable. In addition to the official solutions, two other
translation apps include Documents To Go from DataViz , which has been providing Mac format translation
software for decades, and newcomer QuickOffice , which now is owned by Google. More recently, Apple
released newer " dumbed down " versions of Pages, Numbers, and Keynote in an effort to bring more parity
between the Mac and iOS versions. Although this may have been well meaning -- the backlash from
consumers was swift and substantial -- and Apple promised to bring back at least some of the features
removed or broken by the new release. Since then, some features have been added back, but the software
remains a work in progress. When using any version of Pages, Numbers, or Keynote for the Mac, changes
typically are more minor than those converting between Microsoft applications and their Apple equivalent, but
some of these changes still are quite significant. Likewise, removing the comments in a presentation could
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range from frustrating to devastating if you were planning to review them prior to your presentation and only
then discovered that they were gone. As Apple makes the applications for both systems, and the company no
doubt wants to encourage sales of both Macs and iPads -- or at least encourage migration from the Mac to the
iPad -- one certainly would hope that compatibility will continue to improve as long as Apple views Mac
compatibility as important for iWork. It certainly appears that the company continues to work on this goal.
Compatibility of the original version definitely was overstated, as the below journalists note. If you are
planning on buying an iPad to be a portable editing device for your iWork content -- think twice. The Apple
Discussion boards are all aflutter with teachers and professors who hoped they could leave their laptops in the
office and only take their new iPads to the lecture hall. This is not the case. Although Apple has branded the
programs the same as the versions you can buy for your Mac, this is where the similarity ends. Formatting is
lost in Pages so formulas and footnotes disappear in Keynote transitions and builds go away. It is not as if they
are temporarily suspended while on the iPad they are gone so when and if you save back to your Mac they are
no longer there. Thankfully, this previously permanent file change issue has been rectified. You now will be
"prompted whether you would like to open the original version or to create a copy, and changes made to the
content or document layout are listed for your review. As always, keep a backup of a file before attempting to
convert between any formats. It may be of interest, too. With the official Microsoft Office for iPad software,
when combined with an Office subscription and a physical keyboard , it is simple to read, edit, and create
Word documents, Excel spreadsheets, and PowerPoint presentations, generally even in a collaborative
environment where documents will be sent back and forth between multiple parties for revision. Translation
efforts are improving, but as they always have been since the dawn of time, work best for simple documents.
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Chapter 3 : If you have a MacBook, is there any need to get an iPad? | MacRumors Forums
Apple sells a wireless keyboard designed for use with its devices, including the iPad. The keyboard requires two AA
batteries and is designed to be energy-efficient. Some functions that the keyboard can perform with Apple computers
may not be available for use with the iPad.

How the organization is set up will directly impact the success or failure of said company. They need to be
structured and organized in a way that will best meet their goals and needs. At the time most people did not
even know how to use a computer or what a computer was, but the design was simple and easy to understand.
One click of the mouse and you could do the unthinkable. Steve Jobs founder of Apple Inc said: Apple has
stand out because is an incredibly collaborative company, there are no committees and employees share their
opinion and ideas for the progress and success of the company. Apple functions under a collaborative
structure. A collaborative business structure is designed to bring parties together in a long-term relationship to
achieve a common goal George, R. A collaborative work environment supports people in their individual and
cooperative work. Functional organizational structure usually is better for small companies or those that focus
on one product or service because it is not designed to change quickly and it works well in a stable
environment not inclined to constant changes. Microsoft as of has a divisional organization, where each
division or product focuses on a specific line of goods and services. Their approach is very different from
Apple, where everyone collaborates to ideas to each division focusing in one thing and not being able to
collaborate in other products or goods. Some of the advantages of a division structure can include easier
cross-product coordination, more customer focus and reduce functional duplication. Also some disadvantages
include cost, difficulty coordinating between corporate and division objectives and redundancy among groups.
One example of a big corporation that still uses functional organizational structure is Dell. Founded in by
Michael Dell the company encourages different departments and functional components to contribute ideas to
strengthen the organization. This structure is very similar to collaborative; it provides more learning
availability to all members or the organization as the decisions comes from various levels Essays, UK. They
will be presented in a creative, professional manner so they will impute the desired qualities Forbes. Not many
people think of this but HR does a particularly good job at organizational development. Some of these
strategies include: They wear different t-shirt colors to identify what they are supposed to do. Everyone one
from the greeter to the genius crew knows exactly what his or her role is. If the employee is satisfied with his
or her job they will deliver the same level of work ethic and do a good job. They need to know how to allocate
assets to achieve maximum goal and that all the risk is at the right place. Apple is knows for its lenient
business thinking Essays, UK. The operation of Apple is managed in geographic basis such as America,
Europe, Japan, retail and others. The people are group together on the basis of their expertise and resources,
that way it enables to learn from its functions. Also managers have greater power over decisions that way there
are not so much bureaucracy when a problem needs to be fix and this avoids the hierarchies. Organization
Design is a formal, guided process for integrating the people, information and technology of an organization
Autry, R. Apple collaborative structure is a key part of how the organization is designed. The collaboration of
members of the company helps determines what best design and strategy needs to be elaborated to achieve the
goals, reach more customers and increase profits. Their collaboration structure allows apple to match people,
information and the technology that customers are seeking. Overall Apple is a very successful company
globally. It has had major success since founded in and every day it expands more worldwide. Their
collaborative structure allows different minds and ideas to come together and create beautiful and latest
technological gadgets. Every day Apple becomes stronger financially and the lead on cellular devices thanks
to the IPhone. Even though they had a few set back such as the sad passing of Steve Jobs, Tim Cook the new
CEO has been able to keep the company afloat and the primary choice of many customers when it comes to
cell phones, computers and tablets. Functional Organizational Structure Advantages. Microsoft Overhauls, the
Apple Way. The New York Times.
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Chapter 4 : Pop-Up Paper Apple Tree Card (3D Sliceform) - Jennifer Maker
Apple Footer. This site contains user submitted content, comments and opinions and is for informational purposes only.
Apple may provide or recommend responses as a possible solution based on the information provided; every potential
issue may involve several factors not detailed in the conversations captured in an electronic forum and Apple can
therefore provide no guarantee as to the.

Privacy Policy for https: Here is information on what types of personal information we receive and collect
when you use and visit https: We never sell your personal information to third parties. Log Files As with most
other websites, we collect and use the data contained in log files. The information in the log files include your
IP internet protocol address, your ISP internet service provider, such as AOL or Shaw Cable , the browser you
used to visit our site such as Internet Explorer or Firefox , the time you visited our site and which pages you
visited throughout our site. Cookies and Web Beacons We do use cookies to store information, such as your
personal preferences when you visit our site. This could include only showing you a popup once in your visit,
or the ability to login to some of our features, such as forums. We also use third party advertisements on https:
Some of these advertisers may use technology such as cookies and web beacons when they advertise on our
site, which will also send these advertisers such as Google through the Google AdSense program information
including your IP address, your ISP , the browser you used to visit our site, and in some cases, whether you
have Flash installed. This is generally used for geotargeting purposes showing New York real estate ads to
someone in New York, for example or showing certain ads based on specific sites visited such as showing
cooking ads to someone who frequents cooking sites. The ads served will be targeted based on your previous
browsing history For example, if you have been viewing sites about visiting Las Vegas, you may see Las
Vegas hotel advertisements when viewing a non-related site, such as on a site about hockey. It does NOT track
personal information about you, such as your name, email address, physical address, telephone number, social
security numbers, bank account numbers or credit card numbers. You can opt-out of this ad serving on all sites
using this advertising by visiting https: However, this can affect how you are able to interact with our site as
well as other websites. This could include the inability to login to services or programs, such as logging into
forums or accounts. Deleting cookies does not mean you are permanently opted out of any advertising
program. Unless you have settings that disallow cookies, the next time you visit a site running the
advertisements, a new cookie will be added. Disclaimer If you have reason to believe that one of our content is
violating your copyrights or some of Search Results references to illegal contents, please Contact Us using the
contact menu we provide. Please allow up to a business days for an email response. Note that emailing your
complaint to other parties such as our Internet Service Provider, Hosting Provider, and other third party will
not expedite your request and may result in a delayed response due to the complaint not being filed properly.
Required information Please note that we deal only with messages that meet the following requirements:
Please Provide us with your name, address and telephone number. We reserve the right to verify this
information. Explain which copyrighted material is affected. Please provide the exact and complete to the
URL link. If it a case of files with illegal contents, please describe the contents briefly in two or three points.
Please ensure that you can receive further inquiries from us at the e-mail address you are writing from. Please
write to us only in English. Anonymous or incomplete messages will not be dealt with. Thank you for your
understanding. All the images are not under our Copyrights and belong to their respective owners. We respect
Copyright Laws. If You have found the link to an illegal content, please report it to us using the contact menu.
We will remove it in business days.
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Chapter 5 : â€ŽPaper on the App Store
If you still have the original packaging for your MacBook, you can find the serial number on a barcode label on the box.
The packaging also lists the Apple part numberâ€”for example, MLH72xx/A. Match that number to one in the list below
to find your MacBook model.

Fowler, Washington Post, Posted: November 4, Japanese artist Mako Oke draws on the new iPad Pro using its
pencil accessory after an event announcing new products Tuesday, in the Brooklyn borough of New York. AP
Two slabs of glass and metal, two different tales. Apple shared its vision for the future of portable computers
on Tuesday: Each was given a beautiful new design, renewed purpose â€” and a 20 percent price hike. The
new Pro takes design cues from the latest iPhones. That was speedy in demonstrations but is limited to just
two faces per device. On stage, Apple described the iPad Pro as a "magical piece of glass that can be anything
you need it to be. The iPad Pro is a powerful, flexible computer that you can carry around. With a new
Apple-designed processor and neural engine, Apple says the Pro is faster than 92 percent of portable PCs on
the market today. Can it really be "anything" you need it to be? The iPad Pro can even plug into an external
monitor via a new USB-C style port also used to charge to become a portable graphics workhorse. Executives
from Adobe showed how it could be used to edit a gargantuan image with a new full-powered iPad version of
its popular Photoshop application. But you know what I quickly missed in my hands-on time? A mouse or
trackpad. You still have to do most things on an iPad by touching its screen â€” no fun for precision tasks like
spreadsheets. To me, that stops the Pro short of transforming into the kind of computer where I can sit upright
at a desk and burn through work. Enter the refreshed MacBook Air, the beloved Apple laptop. The standout
feature is a higher-resolution inch "retina" quality screen, which features four times the pixels. The new Air,
which weighs 2. When I held one in each hand, I could feel the difference. The refresh also includes a
fingerprint reader for securely unlocking the computer, making payments and logging into apps. Instead, it has
two smaller USB-C type ports that work for charging and plugging in external devices. The Air has a bigger
problem: It looks expensive in the competitive world of Windows PCs and Chromebooks yet has few totally
unique hardware capabilities. A decade ago when Apple cofounder Steve Jobs introduced the Air by pulling it
out of a manila envelope, he redefined the design of portable computers. November 4, - 5:
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Chapter 6 : Apple's Organizational Structure | Juliana Sandoval - calendrierdelascience.com
If you need to write a letter on your Macbook Pro, look no further than Apple's TextEdit application. This text editor,
included with all versions of Mac OSX operating system, allows you to type, edit and format text.

By Neil Hughes Friday, November 20, , Yes, you can open apps and scroll and do all general purpose
navigation on the iPad Pro with Apple Pencil. This includes all apps that were not designed for the Pencil.
Flicking the stylus as you would your finger invokes momentum scrolling in exactly the same way. Long
presses are also acceptable, meaning you can use the Pencil to delete apps or open a link in a new tab.
Scrolling works fine in any app, as does palm rejection. You cannot access edge gestures like Notification
Center or Control Center Swiping with your Apple Pencil from the top or bottom of the screen does nothing.
Swiping from the right side of the screen gives no response either. You also cannot resize apps in Split View
with the Pencil. That includes entering URLs in Safari, searching in the App Store, and similar text entry
functions in any other apps. The Pencil can also be used to drag down on the home screen to bring up
Spotlight search. And you can scroll to the left to access search and Siri Suggestions. If you want to bypass
Touch ID, you can also pick up your Pencil to enter your lockscreen password. Palm rejection works
everywhere Want to rest your hand on the screen and use the Apple Pencil while you scroll in Safari? Put your
hand on the iPad Pro display while you navigate the home screen, type on the keyboard, or doodle in Notes.
You can charge your Apple Pencil with a regular Lightning cable Though it includes a male Lightning plug
for recharging directly via the iPad Pro, Apple has also included a female-to-female Lightning adapter in the
Apple Pencil packaging. Yes, you can trace through a piece of paper Scribbling on an iPad Pro through a
standard sheet of computer paper. If you want to put a piece of paper on top of your iPad Pro and trace to
draw, you can do that. We tested with a standard sheet of computer paper, and it worked fine. Depending on
the thickness of the paper, you may want to turn up the brightness to allow the display to show through the
paper. Palm rejection works with paper atop the iPad Pro as well. Apps instead must include an eraser option
in software. You can use the Pencil to select that, and then erase accordingly. The Pencil cannot replicate all
five of your fingers, clearly. Or, just press the home button. With your Pencil, if you want. The iPad Pro
features a lower-latency display using a bespoke subsystem, sampling Pencil-to-screen interaction at times per
second. The iPad Pro only uses that high sample rate when it senses the Apple Pencil is in use, and then scales
back to half that when a fingertip is being used. None of that technology is found in your iPhone 6s or iPad
Air 2.
Chapter 7 : How to Open Word Documents on an Apple Computer | calendrierdelascience.com
I have a hulk suit iron man that gets light up. It was a special sticker from disneymoviereward and was disappointing
how it lighted up incorrectly to make it cool since it was smaller than what the pic on the page led you to believe so I just
put it to the side of the case.

Chapter 8 : Macbook Wallpapers HD Group (84+)
If you don't have your Mac or it doesn't start up, use one of these solutions instead: Find the serial number printed on
the underside of your Mac, near the regulatory markings. It's also on the original packaging, next to a barcode label.

Chapter 9 : Printers & Scanners - Mac Accessories - Apple
I have a 12" MacBook and an iPhone 7+, and I take the MacBook with me everywhere that I would take an iPad. But it is
a very personal decision. You say you have a MacBook Pro, which even if it is the 13" is still quite a bit larger than the
12".
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